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1. Fabrics:  Twelve fat eighths or an assortment of scraps to equal approximately 1 ½ yards, 
give or take. This is just a general idea—a fat eighth is about 9” x 20”, but you may use fat 
quarters, straight quarters, an assortment of smaller scraps, or any combination of these sizes. 
Choose any fabrics that you like, selecting a range of values (lights and darks) for contrast. You 
might prefer a limited palette, such as various shades of blue, or you might choose an 
assortment of bright, intense colors, or any other color range you like. One of my samples 
contains over 20 colors (I added scraps from my stash). Another one of my pieces contains 
only 10 colors. Of course, if you bring larger pieces, the total amount of fabric will probably be 
more, because you’ll want some variety. I’ve seen all types of fabrics used for this project, 
everything from batiks to hand-dyes to Kaffe Fassett florals to novelty prints! Anything will 
work as long as you have some contrast. The fabric quantities mentioned above are more than 
adequate for our class project (which will measure approximately 20”x27” to 20” x 36”). I will 
also provide patterns (no cost) for a couple of smaller projects--a mini journal and a wallet—
that you can make later.  
  

2. Fusible web:  I use Pellon Wonder Under #805. Three yards should be enough, although 
some people have told me they need four or five yards. If you prefer a different brand of 
paper-backed fusible web, bring the one you like. If you’d like to make the best use of your 
time, you may iron Wonder Under to the wrong side of some of the fabric pieces in advance of 
our class. If you do so, please do not remove the Wonder Under backing paper from the fabric.  
  

3.  Interfacing:  One yard of Pellon 931TD or 950F fusible interfacing.  
  

4.  A roll of parchment paper (optional—to protect the iron and/or ironing surface). I will bring 
a roll to share. 
  

5.  Rotary cutter and ruler (the largest piece we will cut is 4” x 6”). 
  

6. Mini iron and ironing surface, such as a wool pressing mat. 
  

7. A sewing machine is not required. 
  

8. General supplies: small scissors, pencil and note paper, plastic bag or other container for 
leftover pieces, tweezers may be helpful. 
  

I will bring die cutters and circle dies for you to use. 
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